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SURGICAL TREATMENT OF OSTEOARTHRITIS
OF THE HIP

Trailement Chirurgical de l'Arthrite SUche de la Hanche. Suivi de Travaux
de la Clinique Orthopedique de la Faculte de Lyon. By L. Tavernier and
Ch. Godinot. (Pp. 360; 103 figures. 150 francs.) Paris: Masson et Cie.
1945.

This book comprises a series of papers of wide scope by Prof.
Tavernier and his associates at Lyons. In the first and largest
section, dealing with osteoarthritis of the hip, an analysis is
given of 100 cases treated by operation. The earlier cases were
treated by arthrodesis. Later on emphasis has been upon
arthroplasty. More recently still, various forms of sensory
denervation have been carried out, and this, the authors
consider, should be a routine procedure for the more distressing
forms of osteoarthritis, no matter what else is done. Intra-
articular operations have certain special indications: arthrodesis
for unilateral cases. Arthroplasty, which should be "ideal,"
nevertheless is of dubious value because the results so fre-
quently fall short of what one hopes for. Prof. Tavernier,
however, advises it in bilateral cases, for, though no operation
gives uniformly successful results, one procedure does not
exclude the other if the first fails. The grossness of the
disability caused by the disease and the inadequacy of medical
treatment fully justify the surgical approach, in view of the
enormous benefit that so often can be derived. Most British
orthopaedic surgeons would fully support this view.
The second part of the book de'als with osteoarthritis of other

joints, and the third part comprises 14 papers reflecting the
wide interests of the Lyons orthopaedic school.

INDIVIDUAL GYMNASTICS
Individual Gymnastics. A Handbook of Corrective and Remedial Gymnastics.
By Lillian Curtis Drew. Fifth edition, revised and edited by Hazel L. Kinzley.
(Pp. 253; illustrated. 1Ss.) London: Henry Kimpton. 1945.

It is now nearly a quarter of a century since the late Miss
Lillian C. Drew first produced her book on Individual Gym-
nastics, and the present review concerns the fifth edition, revised
by Miss Hazel L. Kinzley. This means that there has been
over all these years a steady demand for instruction in this
sphere of rehabilitation. The time has, however, passed for
loose unscientific statements in any subject connected with
medicine to be tolerated with the patience of twenty-five years
ago. This is an age of science and of a deep appreciation of
physics and physical facts in our daily life. Again, there are
parts of this book that seem strangely out of tune with the
lessons learned in the last war of the value of class games and
exercises, as practised at the various rehabilitation centres such
as Loughborough for the R.A.F. and Kingston for the Army.
In this country passive movements in the treatment of fractures
have been condemned for many years, so strongly that for
a time physiotherapists were only allowed to handle orthopaedic
cases provided passive movements were never employed, but
on page 117 "passive movements to restore the normal range
of movement . . . are of great assistance" in fractures.
About a quarter of the book is taken up with a number of

exercises well illustrated and carefully defined. Each exercise
is annotated under the subdivisions " starting position," " move-
ment," " variation," " comment," and " value." It is unfortunate
that in neither preface, foreword, nor the opening chapters is
any indication given of the audience for whom the book is
written. It would be far too elementary for the fully trained
physical training instructor or qualified gymnast in this country;
it would, equally, be of little real value to medical practitioners
or student physiotherapists. Hence it is difficult to conceive
the group which would find real value in a book that has had
so much care and time spent on its revision.

Notes on Books
We wonder into whose pocket the second edition of A Pocket
Surgery, by PHILIP H. MITCHINER and A. HEDLEY WHYTE, will find
its way. The terse phrasing and direction as to the outstanding
points in diagnosis and treatment may during the war years have
been valuable to the general service medical officer, called to do
duty on the surgical side of a hospital or elsewhere and whose tunic
pocket the book probably filled. It may be supposed that it will
now slip into the pocket of the pre-examination student, but woe
betide him if he is not well versed in the surgical practice of his

hospital, because brevity has here reached dangerous lengths. For
example, chronic appendicitis, he is told (p. 219), produces tired-
ness, weakness, indigestion, and epigastric pain chiefly, but in no
way definitely related to meals . . . " all symptoms completely clear
up when the appendix is removed." It is to be hoped that those
who buy this little volume will not keep it too frequently in pockets
from which, absorption is slow, because there is in it much worthy
of assimilation. The publishers are J. and A. Churchill, and the
price is 8s. 6d.

Several recent incidents have focused public attention on the
punishment of troublesome boys and young men in Borstal establish-
ments and in civil and military prisons. In Eliminating Punishment
(Psychological and Social Series, 10, Nottingham Place, London,
W.1; ls.) Mr. W. DAVID WILLS makes out a convincing case for
doing away with punishment altogether in reformative treatment of
this class of citizen. He writes from long practical experience,
especially at Hawkspur Camp and Barns House, two hostels
started by the Society of Friends during the war which received
lads and men of very varied and difficult types. He maintains that
discipline as commonly understood has no value in the training of
character, that the discipline that is necessary for the administration
of a community can be achieved without punishment, and that
punishment is unconditionally wrong because it defeats the aim of
character training. How these difficult young males can be turned
into useful and creative members of a community and of society
by making them share the responsibility for its life, and how the
search for ways to defy authority which obsesses so many of them
can be diverted into a more useful channel, make a fascinating story,
which is illustrated by extracts from many records.

Principles of Internal Medicine: A Course for Nurses, by Dr. D.
M. BALTZAN (Toronto: The Ryerson Press), is available in London
from Hatchards, Ltd., at 25s. This book illustrates a tendency which
we frankly regard with apprehension; that is, that there shall be an
approximation of a nurse's training to that of a medical student.
Many syllabuses of the nurse's curriculum illustrate this tendency.
The result is either a facade of unassimilated knowledge or a diversion
of the nurse's attention from nursing. The author has produced
an elaborate book, full of information; but in the first chapter he
devotes a section to the principles of diagnosis, which, we submit,
does not come into the nurse's province. Yet we have failed to
find any information about what a nurse should observe and report
to the doctor, or any guidance in, what is surely fundamental, the
care and comfort of the patient. Dr. Baltzan has lectured at various
training schools for nurses, so that it is possible he has been the
victim of a bad system. In any case, it is high time that ai protest
was raised against a system which evokes such a misconception of
the proper training of a nurse.

More Thoughts and Comnments of a Doctor, II-VII, by Dr. F.
PARKES WEBER, is published by H. K. Lewis at 2s. 6d. The breadth
and depth of Dr. Parkes Weber's learning, both in medicine and
in archaeology, continue to surprise even his oldest friends. In
this little collection of papers he ranges from the Sturge-Weber
panathenaic amphora to contemporary forgeries of money. His own
interest in these somewhat obscure topics carries the reader with
him.

Preparations and Appliances

R.A.F. FLYING OVERALL
The R.A.F. "flying overall," which saved the lives of many men
suddeniy precipitated into the cold sea, is described by Squadron
Leader E. A. Pask, M.B., in the May number of the Maker-up
(the trade journal for clothing manufacturers, published from 110,
Fleet Street, E.C.4). The overall, which is put. on before flying,
can be worn for any length of time because, although it is water-
proof, perspiration escapes through the fabric. Its invention is the
outcome of the combined efforts of the scientists of the R.A.F.
Institute of Aviation Medicine and the Cotton Research Association,
with the help of British spinners, weavers, and cloth processers. It
is made of a special " Oxford weave " cloth with " tropal " inter-
lining. A five-ounce (142 g.) interlining supports a 12-stone (76-kilo)
man in water and retains its buoyancy almost indefinitely. It insu-
lates the body against heat and cold, and so protected our bomber
crews against extreme cold. Paradoxically it kept fighter pilots cool
in the heat of the cockpit. The materials from which the RtA.F.
flying overall is fnade will be available for civilian clothes and may
revolutionize the manufacture of waterproof and other garments.

In order to cope with post-war difficulties in the production of
surgical instruments and aseptic hospital furniture, Down Bros. and
Mayer & Phelps have amalgamated. The personal managements
remain as heretofore.
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